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How to Build Your Self Esteem - How to Be Happy Being YourselfThis book is about acceptance,

forgiveness, and love. Letting go of the things that you dislike about yourself and focusing on the

positive things in your life. Learning to deal with your depression and anxiety, while rebuilding your

self-esteem in the process is what we hope to accomplish. This book will give you a step by step

guide of things you can do to improve the way you feel about yourself and be happy. Barbara Gain,

the author, writes in such a way that you wonâ€™t be wasting your time sifting through a bunch of

useless content. You are going to get straightforward helpful tips to help you overcome depression

and start loving yourself.A Few Tips From The Book How to Build Your Self-Esteem and Love

YourselfLearning to love yourself is a process that takes dedication to ensure your happiness and

fulfillment in life. Living life hating the person that you are is not living at all. There may have been

things that have happened in your past that have brought you to this place of not liking the person

you are today. This book will give you 12 steps to follow to rebuild your self-esteem and deal with

your depression and anxiety.Here are the 12 Steps to Loving Yourself:Step 1: Written Exercise

Personality Likes and DislikesStep 2: JournalingStep 3: Finding SupportStep 4: Staying Healthy and

ExercisingStep 5: Take Care of Your AppearanceStep 6: Get Back to the Things You Enjoy

DoingStep 7: Dream BookStep 8: RelaxationStep 9: Make Your Home a Happy EnvironmentStep

10: Help Someone in NeedStep 11: Consider Adopting a PetStep 12: Cut Ties With the Negativity in

Your LifeHere is a preview of what you will get through working with these 12 stepsStep 1: For this

first step you will need either a notebook or a clean sheet of paper to write on. In this section you will

be doing an exercise that entails writing down your personality likes and dislikes, and what you wish

to accomplish in the future. While doing this you will get a clear picture in your mind of why you have

chosen to purchase this book and what you wish to accomplish from reading it. After this step you

will have 4 separate lists that you will work with each day. I would like you to have at least 7 things

with in each list.Step 3: Finding support is important, feelings of depression, low self-esteem and

anxiety are not signs of weakness they are issues that need to be dealt with so that you can feel

better. It is time to take care of yourself , swallow your pride and let others support you in your

journey.Step 6: You may be in the routine of your everyday life and have forgotten to take time for

yourself. What do you enjoy doing? Try something that you have always wanted to do but were

scared to. Facing your fears and accomplishing a feat in your life can help boost your confidence

and help you feel more secure with the person you are. Get out there and make an effort to find

happiness in this world there are so many great things to experience.Step 10: Helping someone

else is a great way to give back while also helping you boost your self-esteem and confidence.



When you help others they feel grateful and appreciative of you, experiencing someone else

appreciating you may help you appreciate yourself as well.  As you can see after reading this book

you will have the tools to overcome your anxiety and depression. You will gain more confidence and

self-esteem, while learning to love yourself in the process. Tags: how to love yourself, overcome

depression and anxiety, deal with depression and anxiety, self esteem, self esteem help, anxiety

help, depression help, how to be happy, how to build your self-esteem, personal growth, build self

esteem, being happy with yourself, jou
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Love Yourself is a self discovery process which each one of us should undergo to find ourselves

again.Though a simple guide, these twelve steps helps us to make important,subtle changes in our

day to day lives with small, easy to follow activities. I have begun my journaling already and I see

the difference and clarity, it has brought about in my life. Appreciate the author providing a lot of

useful links to refer and get more help which will make a difference in the long run surely.Go get

"Love Yourself " to fall in love with yourself all over again!



"Love Yourself" has helped build my self-esteem and I feel much more confident after reading this

book. This book is well written and the steps are easy to follow. I would recommend this book to

anyone looking to find happiness in their life.

I've been working on improving myself over the last year and being able to forgive is so difficult! This

book really did a great job of explaining how to not only forgive but really find yourself and love who

you are. We are all unique and we need to embrace our unique selves in order to love ourselves.

When we love ourselves we are going to have a much more enjoyable life. Glad I found this book

and will be passing it along to friends and family.

I particularly like the sections on volunteering, I think that so many people are experiencing true

happiness in giving, and this might help others to better understand that. This book covers a full

range of topics from acceptance and forgiveness, to setting goals and attaining them through

journaling and note taking. They may seem basic, but few people realize that these fundamental

things in life are what separate the good from the great achievers. A person who writes down what

they need to do later in the day frees their mind to focus on the present, while a person who does

not, continues to keep the issue on the forefront of their mind all day causing unnecessary stress

that they likely do not even know they are causing themselves. I recommend this book for anyone

who wants a basic idea on how to get their life together and head out on a more positive road.

I really enjoyed reading this book. If you feel you are lacking self-confidence, you need to read this

book and apply the tips and strategies the author presents throughout the book. Barbara Gain

explains clearly what is self-esteem and confidence, why it so important to have, what factors affect

self-esteem and confidence, how you rebuilt and how confidence will make us live happy fulfulling

lives. I especially liked the chapter on rebuilding your self-esteem and confidence because it has a

step-by-step approach to do this. I learned lots of strategies like find somebody to be your mirror,

externalize your negativity, apply a double"standard" and many more. The book iswell written and

well worth reading for anyone wanting to improve their self-esteem and confidence to lead a happy

life. Well done!

I have struggled with self-confidence my entire life and whenever I come across a promising-looking

self-help book, I always grab it. Many of them are the same--ridiculous advice like "just think more

positively." This book is different, I'm happy to report. Practical exercises and tips that actually make



a difference. The ones I've put into practice so far have definitely given me a boost. Highly

recommended.

I am a person, how confident, loves his life and enjoys his concentration. But, I too sometimes sink

into pessimism. Recently, because of my job, I was exposed to criticism, that hurt me and my

self-esteem. This wonderful book, gave me a lot of forces, ideas and ways to handle the situation.

That's it, from now on, I keep this book close, close to me!

Short and simple read with easy steps to having you love yourself in no time! I liked the idea of

journaling every day and focusing mostly on the positive things about your day to help re-train your

brain. I think I will use the dream book idea as well and write out my goals and dreams consistently.
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